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Mark Sr., right, and Mark Jr., left, with Sr.’s classic 18-point, 206-inch buck taken in 2009.

Booth 2329

Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch

Introducing the Newest
TAC Crossbow from PSE
A marvel of innovation, the TAC 15i by PSE is the most accurate crossbow ever
designed. Featuring ultra-high performance twin-cams, a revolutionary rail-less
design, twin Vibracheck string suppressors, integrated high-leverage cocking
crank and Picatinny rails for mounting accessories, the TAC 15i is capable of
same hole accuracyy and delivers an amazing
g 402 fps.
p

When a hunters find something they
like, they sometimes can’t get enough of it.
Mark, from Louisiana, has hunted at Oak
Creek Whitetail Ranch, located outside of
Bland, Missouri, five years in a row.
“As long as I can afford to hunt at Oak
Creek, I will continue to go there every
year,” said Mark. “I’ve taken some
great deer - a 206, a 197.5, a 182 and a
178 - and another 206 this year.”
Mark, who is obviously an avid
whitetail hunter, explained his affinity
for hunting at Oak Creek.
“The key to the operation is their
guides who are a pleasure to be around
and strive to make sure you are satisfied. I’ve hunted on a lot of operations
and none are run like Donald Hill’s Oak
Creek Whitetail Ranch. The experience
at Donald’s is more pleasant because of
the atmosphere there.
“Nobody at Oak Creek ever pushes you
to shoot something you don’t want. The
guides help you get what you do want.
It’s like a fraternity - really nice people. I
took my son with me this year and he
killed are really nice deer - a 207,” he

PSE TAC 15i Specifications
· MASS WEIGHT: 8 pounds
· AXLE-TO-AXLE: 17” at brace, 12 -1/2” at full draw
· POWERSTROKE: 17-1/4”
· LOCK TIME: 12 milliseconds (trigger-to-bolt release from string)
· FINISH: Hard anodized aluminum for maximum durability
Suggested retail price- $1599.99

®
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Mark Sr. with his big wide 2008 Oak Creek buck.

noted. “The hospitality is great. The
lodge is fantastic and has a great cook. If
you want a good whitetail, check out Oak
Creek. They have the highest standards.”
Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch is home
to some of the largest whitetails in
North America. Everything is meticulously overseen by Donald Hill who has
more than 17 years experience in the
hospitality and hunting industries. .
“Nothing is left to chance,” said
Donald, “we manage our genetics, our
food sources and our habitat to be the
best in North America. I think we are
finally seeing the fruits of our labor
with the fine deer taken this past fall.”
To learn more about Oak Creek
Whitetail Ranch, stop by Donald's
booth number 2329. Call Donald Hill
at (573) 943-6644 or visit the website
www.oakcreekwhitetailranch.com.
Oak Creek has donated a “first weekof-the-season hunt” to SCI for 2010.
The hunt, which will be auctioned at the
Saturday night dinner, is item #7. The
winning bidder can take any deer of his
or her choice.

